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Description: ClearView by Absolute. This is a high quality RC flight simulator for radio controlled models by
ClearView. ClearView Simulator includes 50+ airplanes and helicopters including some new electric planes and
helicopters like the Honey Bee FP, Arcturus and Brute from Infiniti. The program is a heavy duty flight simulator that
features: . High quality graphical results, . Professional animations, . Competitive pricing, . 60+ planes and helicopters,
. Easy to use interface, . Excellent customer support, . Variable speed rotation for each flight model. . Commercial
aircraft features, . Easy to use common aircraft flight modes, . Turbocharger, . Accuracy and speed, . Flight time, .
Batteries to power the flight model when required, . An extensive flight model library, . 4 different flight modes
available, . Free viewing of the flying model to help avoid crashes and other problems, . Isolation to make normal
gamepad flying impossible, . Rotation locked, . Limited user interface features available, . Auto fade to and fro. .
Physics based model support. . Vehicle supported are: . AC powered planes, . Rotary Engines, . Inverted Helicopters, .
Fixed Wing Helicopters, . Omni-directional and Axis Helicopters, . High performance planes, . Single and Dual rotor
airplanes, . Tailless and Tail Rotored Planes, . Single and Dual rotor helicopters, . Single and Dual rotor airplane with
glide, . Thrust planes, . Thrust helicopter, . Thrust airplane, . Inverted helicopters, . Axis Helicopters. If you like the
product, please review it. We are glad to hear your opinions. Any problems or suggestions can be posted to our forum. .
The "Farsi" language in the installer is Persian Farsi. Please update to 7.0. Version History: 1.0: Initial version. 1.3:
Fixed issue with previous version sometimes showing FP unlocked and lights on. 1.4: Added new planes, Free Razers,
Glider, Gy
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